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The proces!! of atom-atom eolUllion is treated in a 6.eld theoretic way. The non·re18,d· 
vistie interaction potential ill IIhown to be consequence of the field interaction. 
INTRODUCTION 
I 
Excitation or ionization of an atom by the impact of another ato~ is 
a phenomen on which has a basic importance in many physical proce~ses. 
There are usually two kinds of such processes, (1) when the striking .~om 
does not change the state, called a collision of the first kind, and (2) when 
the initial state of the striking atom also gets changed. called a collision '<Jf 
the ,econd kind. Theoretical explanation of these processes are usually 
given by the help of usual Born apprbximation. Bates & Griffling 
(1953) has made an exhaustive treatment of these kind of events. The 
main defect of their treatment is that they cannot justify the use of the 
interaction potential which is written in a phenomenological way. Our 
field theoretic treatment of the bound state gives rise to these interac-
tions, from the usual interaction between, electron-proton field and 
electromagnetic field in the form J. A., J. being the cutrent correspon-
ding to the nucleon. 
PROCESS OF THE FIRST KIND 
We consider the collision of two atoms consisting of two nucleui of 
charges Z,. Z, re'pectively (being considered as Fermions) each surrounded 
by a single electron. The interaction Hamiltonian for the whole system 
is written as. 
(1) 
where .T. "'" are the currents due to the two nucleui and an electron. 
The initial and final state vectors are written (Roy-1960) as 
I ~" > = ~ g.' (1',1") a+ (1') A + (,,') g,' (a,cr') .+ (a) B+ (a') I 0 > 
il,;p',dada' (2) 
I .pI> = ~ g,'(~,T') a+ (~) A+ (T') go' (A,~') a+ (l) B+ (~') I 0 > 
a.d.'dAdA' 
where a+, A+, B+ are creation operators for the electron and the twO 
nucleui. The matriX element of the process is given by (Schweber 1964). 
Mfi = -~ ~ <.pi I H", H", .p, > (3) 
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H'o.HIIJ\ contains dilI'etmt combinations of the 3 terms in (1) , one of 
which is seen to be ,'( iv~ A~ ~ ~-" A. ~) (4) 
Here +', have the usual expansion, ~(",) = ~ a(p)e"" rl,'p (5) 
Spin of the particle being neglected, substituting for \.p. > I \'f1f> we 
have the following form of M Ii, 
Mfl == -il' i < 0 \ B(A') a(A) 9,'· (A,A') A(T') a«)u,' (T/) 
a«p) a(p'} a+(q} a(q') g,' (",,,') a+(,,) A+(,,') g,' (0,0') 
a+ (a)B+ (a') \ 0> 8 (p' - 11 + q' - q) (q' - g)' (6) 
Since we are interested only in the non-relativistic region, We have separa-
ted out the retarded interaction from the Coloumb by an extension of the 
technique of Feynmann (1949) which is due to Intemann & Pollock (1967) 
and the Coloumb part only remains in the NR limit, 
The vacuum expectation in (6) gives different combinations of delta 
functions, one such term is 
B(p' - I')B(P - A)B« - a)d(q' - a'}8(q - T')B(A' - ,,') (7) 
This when combined with, d,e g(k,k)'s occuring in (6) and integrated 
over the arguments of delta functions gives one term of M 10, which is 
Mf , (Be) == (Q-':\'~ rP4,'(A, P - A) ;,' (A - P + B,P - A) 
~ ~.'(a,P' - 0) X ~,'(a,Q' - u) du (8) 
where we have used the following expression for (Uk,k) expressing the 
b(eaking up of the centre of mass and relative motion, 
g(k,k') = ~ (k,k') a (k + le' - P) (9) 
If We now use the invene Fourier transforms of the ;'8 (the bound 
state wave functions) it can be easily seen that (8) bolls down to the 
following form 
MI,(s,s) .. ~ +'" h) Vrfo,' (r,) (10) 
where'V"~,!61'(r.) IR+::-r.1 ~,·'(r.)dr., (11) 
When, all the terms of 0,,, 0'01 are treated in the same Dlanner, then 
total matrix element of the process is seen to be, 
Mn = M/; (ee) + Mil (PloP.) Mfl (eP,) - 14" (sP.) (12) 
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Mfl (PI,P,) = (P_~)I ~ ",n,..,p-,..) ",,' II-',Q -,..) d,..x 
x ~ "". (a,Q' -a) "'.: (a,P' -a) da 
M,l (eP,) = (P":Q)' ~ eP, "',: (A,P-,..) "',! (~,Q-~) d~ 
x ~ "',. (a,Q'-a) ",,' (P'-Q'+a, Q'-a) da 
M,l (eP,) = (P":QiI ~ ",,' (A,P-~) ",,' (~-P+Q, P-~) ~ 
X ~ da ",,' (a,P'-a) "". (O',Q'-a) dO' 
... .... -+ ..... 
(13) 
.1 
\ 
(1~ 
(15) 
where Q, Q' are the incoming and P, P' are the outgoing mom~ta of the 
two atoms. Then the inverse Fourier transform of (iZ) can be written as 
M,l = (16) 
where V stands for the interaction potential, given by 
v= 
(17) 
where ;; , 'b etc. stand for same distances and co·ordinates as in BO. 
PROCESS OF SECOND KIND 
Following the same procedure as above we obtain the matriK element 
in the form as (17) except that ",,' (r,) is replaced by",,' (r.) , where ·supel' 
fix 8 denotes 18 state of the atom and 'e' any other excited state. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Our mode of approach is quite general and does not involve any type 
of ad-hoc assumption, so it seems that it can be applied to evaluate the 
interaction potential and cross·section for more complex systems. 
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